Ionic transport processes govern performance in many classic and emerging devices, ranging from battery storage to modern mixed-conduction electrochemical transistors. Here, we study local ion transport dynamics in polymer films using time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy
our group reported the use of ESM to probe local swelling behavior upon ion uptake in polymer electrochemical transistors. 18, 19 Nevertheless, methods like ESM were originally developed for high-modulus inorganic materials and can be challenging to apply on soft polymer and gel samples. Non-contact methods offer many advantages for imaging dynamics of soft samples, and methods like time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy have been widely employed to image dynamic processes in organic electronic materials. [20] [21] [22] [23] Several groups have used similar time-domain frequency shift measurements to record local ionic responses in inorganic materials following voltage pulses, but with limited imaging. [24] [25] [26] [27] Here, we explore the use of trEFM to make local measurements of ion dynamics in soft polymer systems, including imaging, and we compare nanoscale trEFM measurements against macroscopic electrochemical impendence measurements to verify the correspondence of these methods under a wider range of conditions.
As a model system, we use a polymer electrolyte material synthesized for use in energy storage applications -a polymer with an oxanorbornenedicarboximide backbone repeat unit and an oligomeric ethylene oxide side chain of length n (polyONDI-n) (Fig 1a) where n indicates the number of repeating ethylene oxide sidechain units. The synthesis of this material has been previously reported and the bulk ionic conductivity has been extensively characterized. 28 This polymer electrolyte is an ideal model system for testing the correlation between trEFM and EIS as we can control ion transport and relaxation properties through a variety of methods including temperature, dopant ion concentration, and polymer side-chain length.
First, we compare microscopic kinetic data obtained from trEFM on poly(ONDI-n)
homopolymer films with conventional EIS measurements on the same films. Time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy (trEFM) is a non-contact method for tracking local changes in electrical properties of a sample over time.
29 Fig. 1a depicts the schematic approach we use to apply trEFM to study ion motion in a soft polymer. In a typical measurement cycle, we apply a -within the sample to migrate towards the tip (negative ions away from the tip), causing a decrease in the resonant frequency of the cantilever system. We track this frequency as a function of time to extract the relevant dynamic information. More precisely, the redistribution of the mobile ions in response to the applied bias screens the electrostatic force between the tip and substrate, causing a change in the local tip-sample electrostatic force gradient, which alters the resonant frequency of the cantilever. By recording the resonant frequency shift vs. time using a frequency-shift feedback loop, we can thus use trEFM to record the dynamic relaxation of the local ions. The change in resonance frequency that results from a change in the electrostatic force gradient 30 between a nanoscale tip and sample, Δf, is given by ∆ = − 0 2 2 2 2 , where f0 is the natural frequency of the cantilever, C is the tipsample capacitance, z is the mean distance above the sample, and V is the electric potential difference between the cantilever and grounded substrate. The time evolution of this frequency shift therefore records the ion motion under the cantilever following the voltage pulse. the trace resembles a step function with a rise time on the ~microsecond timescale, comparable to the instrument response function at the gain settings we use herein (see SI Fig. 1 ). This behavior is consistent with the rapid change in resonant frequency of the cantilever as the potential difference between the tip and sample changes, with minimal slow dielectric relaxation.
In contrast, the doped polymer sample shown in Fig. 1b behaves much differently, exhibiting a long, slow, decay lasting tens of milliseconds, and reaching a larger frequency shift, Δf, of 25 Hz.
We interpret the difference between the salt-doped and undoped polymers as resulting from slow dielectric relaxation due to ion motion in the polymer.
We fit this slow relaxation as seen in Fig. 1c using a stretched exponential function, as is commonly observed in both frequency and time-domain studies of ion motion and dielectric relaxation in polymers. 31, 32 The form of the frequency shift, Δf, is a stretched exponential given by Δ = Δ exp (( ⁄ ) ) + Δ 0 , where Δfion is the frequency shift due to slow processes such as ionic relaxation, Δf0 is the frequency shift occurring on fast times (before ionic relaxation occurs), τfit is the characteristic time-constant, and β is the stretching coefficient.
Interpreting the stretched exponential as a distribution of single-exponentials, we define the average relaxation time constant of this distribution 〈 〉 = ( 1 ): 33 where τfit is the time-constant from the stretched exponential function, β is the stretching coefficient, and Γ is the gamma function. 34 Using this average relaxation, 〈 〉, we can then define the trEFM relaxation rate, ktrEFM, as the inverse of this average relaxation time constant,
To better understand how these local stretched-exponential relaxation curves compare to more conventional macroscopic measurements of dielectric relaxation in ion-doped polymers, we next perform classical electrical impedance spectroscopy 35 and trEFM on samples prepared simultaneously (See Methods for sample preparation and details of the EIS experiments). Fig. 1d shows a typical EIS spectrum obtained on a poly(ONDI-2) sample doped with 10% (wt/wt) LiTFSI, taken at 25 ℃.
We fit the electrochemical impedance data in Fig. 1d using the well-known Havriliak-Negami equation:
where , are coefficients related to the distribution of underlying relaxation time-constants, 〈 〉 is the average time-constant of the system, and R is the impedance of the sample in the low- 
Fig. 1c
shows local trEFM data taken on an identical poly(ONDI-2) film doped with the same concentration of LiTFSI and at the same temperature as the film used for the EIS spectroscopy in Fig. 1d . We again fit the trEFM data in Fig. 1c using a stretched exponential.
Our observation of Havriliak-Negami relaxation dynamics in the frequency domain, and stretched exponential relaxation in the time domain is consistent with these methods measuring the same underlying physical response: the Havriliak-Negami equation can be thought of as a frequencydomain analog of the time-domain stretched exponential function. 37 Both functions often arise from dispersive behavior due to a distribution of characteristic time constants being measured in parallel. We thus take our observation of stretched exponential kinetics via trEFM and HavriliakNegami relaxation in the frequency domain as evidence that trEFM is indeed measuring the same relaxation processes as EIS.
To further check that the EIS data and trEFM data are measuring the same underlying physical phenomena, we next explore how the relaxation kinetics measured by both methods compare as a function of temperature, 24 dopant concentration, and length of ethylene oxide sidechain on the poly(ONDI-n).
For the first comparison as a function of temperature and ion concentration, we keep the sidechain length constant at n=3. There is strong qualitative agreement between the trends observed for the EIS time constants and the trEFM time constants. We observe that both bulk and nanoscale measured average rates show activated behavior in response to changes in temperature, as well as faster transport with increasing salt concentrations (Fig 2a, b) . Both bulk and nanoscale measurements thus show faster relaxation for samples with higher degrees of ionic conductivity. With the traditional behavior as a function of temperature and dopant concentration established, we next look at the result of altering the molecular structure of the polymer electrolyte.
The ion conducting abilities of the polymer electrolyte are commonly understood to result directly from the interaction between the ethylene oxide (EO) sidechain and the dopant ions. 28, [38] [39] [40] In Fig. 2c,d we demonstrate how increasing the length of the EO sidechain leads to an increase in the ability of the electrolyte to transport solvated ions. Three polymer systems with sidechain lengths n= 2, 3, and 4 were used to produce films with similar thicknesses of ~150 nm. The concentration of LiTFSI was held constant so that any change in ion dynamics results directly from the different sidechain identity without incorporating effects due to concentration differences. If we compare the results of the two experiments by plotting the results against each other (Fig 3.) , we observe a similar positive linear correlation. Adding together the dependence of relaxation rate on temperature, dopant concentration, and sidechain length, we show that trEFM captures information about the same relaxation processes that can be observed in a traditional bulk measurement. Using this result, we assert that a change in the trEFM relaxation rate indicates a change in time-constant caused by variation in ion conductivity in sub-volume probed by the AFM tip. We speculate that the reason the relaxation rates do not have an exact one-to-one correspondence could result from a difference in parallel capacitances due to the vastly different geometries of the device under test in each experimental setup resulting in different sensitivities to different relaxation frequency bands.
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of bulk EIS to local trEFM. (a-c) The trEFM relaxation rate is plotted against the EIS relaxation rate, revealing a linear relationship between the two measurements. (d)
A comparison of the relaxation rates determined by trEFM and EIS. In both measurements, the relaxation rate increases as a function of increasing sidechain length. The monotonic, positive, correlation indicates that the local trEFM relaxation rates are directly correlated with the average bulk results measured by EIS.
We use trEFM to characterize a material with significant nanostructured contrast in chemical and ion-transport properties: a diblock copolymer electrolyte system that exhibits substantial changes in ionic conductivity with spatial dependence. The diblock copolymer system we characterize here consists of the same backbone repeat unit as the homopolymers above but with a phenyl containing block exhibiting poor ionic conductivity and a block containing ion transporting oligomeric ethylene oxide units (60/40 w/w respectively, n=12). The diblock synthesis is described in detail in the Methods section. This diblock system is a polymer electrolyte that readily phase separates into ionically conductive and non-conductive regions. For this experiment we dissolve LiTFSI together with the diblock polymer in dichloromethane and spin coat it onto an
We use photo-induced force microscopy (PiFM) [43] [44] [45] to obtain nanoscale chemical composition information to identify the ion transporting and inert regions of the diblock system. We identify two distinct photo-induced force signals, one at an incident excitation at 1269 cm -1 which we assign to the ethylene oxide group on the conductive block, and another at 1717 cm -1 corresponding to the phenyl group located on the non-conductive block. The distribution of charging rates within each block normalized to the average charging rate of the entire image. The highly conductive region has a higher average charging rate than that of the poorly conductive block.
Having identified the location of the respective blocks of the copolymer, we next show that the trEFM data agree with PiFM domain assignments. Fig. 5c and 5d show the result of the trEFM imaging process. At each pixel of the image the frequency shift as a function of time is collected and averaged together. We fit the time-dependent frequency shift with a stretched exponential function as previously outlined and extract the average relaxation rate. This relaxation rate is fit at each pixel to build an image consisting of trEFM relaxation rates as well as the overall amplitude of the frequency shift. The topography and phase images ( Fig. 5a and 5b) show two distinct regions with structure on the order of 25 nm. The phase image indicates the presence of a soft region with high phase, and a relatively stiff region with low phase. The soft region corresponds to the ion transporting block of the polymer and is generally located in areas of relatively low topography (which we have previously identified as the ethylene oxide phase by IR PiFM, see and results in areas of relatively high topography. The nanoscale variation in ionic relaxation evident in the trEFM frequency shift and charging rate images is clearly correlated with the mechanical and chemical identification that we measured using AFM and PiFM techniques. These images show the presence of a component with a large frequency shift and correspondingly fast relaxation rate which is associated with the presence of the ionically conductive block of the copolymer. Conversely, the areas of the trEFM image with small frequency shift and low relaxation rate are identified with the poorly conductive phenyl block of the copolymer system. To more clearly demonstrate this correlation, we plot the topography, cantilever phase, frequency shift, and charging rate images against each other to produce a correlation matrix (Fig. 5e) . Fig. 5 clearly shows that the frequency shift data are anticorrelated with topography and correlated with the cantilever phase.
To better demonstrate that the conductive region of the diblock is associated with a higher trEFM charging rate, we utilize a technique from machine learning known as a Gaussian mixture classification, where the data from Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b is used as input for the algorithm to categorize each pixel into one of two classes with a unique label. Assigning a color to each label allows the visualization of this classification in Fig. 5f . Close examination of this result shows that the previous visual assignments of the regions are also found statistically by assuming the Gaussian distribution of two separate and unique components. Fig. 5g shows the distribution of charging rates in these regions normalized to the average charging rate for the entire image; these data show that the conductive regions have a higher average charging rate, while the nonconductive regions have a comparatively lower charging rate. We note that the frequency shift and charging rate distributions for the separate domains are overlap, yet still show distinct character -a result we might expect given the extremely small size (~25 nm) of the domains, and the resolution of EFM methods generally.
In summary, we have studied local ionic relaxation rates measured with trEFM on soft polymer electrolytes, and found that they correspond to the nanoscopic ionic conductivity within the probed sub-volume of the AFM tip. We used EIS measurements to show that there is a close, 
Sample Preparation
A 25 mg/mL solution is prepared by dissolving the solid polymer electrolyte in dichloromethane. Unless otherwise noted, Lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonimide) (LiTFSI) is added to the solution to achieve a 30% wt/wt LiTFSI to polymer electrolyte ratio. The diblock copolymer system used in imaging is incorporated with 10% wt/wt LiTFSI and otherwise prepared in an identical manner. All solutions are prepared in a nitrogen glovebox to avoid as much water contamination or sample degradation as possible.
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